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QUOTATION

VEMAG MINCED MEAT LINE
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The line include:

VACUUM FILLER VEMAG HP17 C 

Continuous vacuum filler for straight filling and portioning
- Machine features:
   - All-in-one 350 l hopper with counter arm and reinforced scraper, tipping
     aid and hopper lock
   - Hopper inlet 100 mm diameter
   - Integrated vacuum pump 
   - Double screw 
   - Standard double screw housing 

Control: РС
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 program memory for 99 filling programs,

Portion weight: from 5 up to 60 000 g

VEMAG DuoDrive with separate drive for double screw and feed:
 double screw drive 

Machine dimensions in сm:

Width: 140,0

Length: 245,0

Height: 218,0

Power: 24,0 kW

Voltage: 380 V, 50 Hz

Weight: 1300 kg

VEMAG lifting and tipping device for HPC with 250 l hopper
- To fit standard trolley, 200 l capacity

VEMAG  grinder 982 - 130 mm ø - for HP 

 

- With a hinge connection
- For grinding and filling simultaneously
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- Prepared for separating, but without separating device
- Consisting of:
   - grinder housing
   - Disassembly device
   - Polygonal shaft to drive the grinder set by special double screw, but without
     double screw
   - Standard blade set parts (sequence in direction of filling):
     Pre-breaker 
     Ring knife "1"
     7.8 mm hole plate,           
     Ring knife "2"           
     Final hole plate

MINCED MEAT ATTACHMENT 801

       

VEMAG minced meat attachment type 801 
- For hole plates ø 200 mm
- For attaching to  grinder 982 
- Standard blade set parts (sequence in direction of filling):
  Pre-breaker ø 200 mm
  Ring knife 3/6
  Forming hole plate of your choice for minced meat and cevapcici

VEMAG MINCED MEAT PORTIONER MMP 220 

 VEMAG minced meat portioner type MMP 220
- For portioning products discharged in a strand (e.g. ground beef) in accurate
  weights
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- Only in conjunction with HPE and with minced meat grinder type 801/982
- Two synchronized conveyor belts (feed and discharge belt) 250 mm wide,
  speed infinitely adjustable
- Special blade on pneumatically-driven guillotine between the conveyor belts
- Paper feed for endless paper with a maximum roll width of 240 mm
- Paper roll brake to prevent paper flow in start-stop operation
- Automatic positioning under the product and cutting to size with the product for
  product widths up to 240 mm
- Portioning rate: up to 120 port./min. with 500 g portions
- Nominal output, total: 1.2 KW 
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